The hydrophobic effect: a new insight from cold denaturation and a two-state water structure.
Herein we provide a new insight into the hydrophobic effect in protein folding. Our proposition explains the molecular basis of cold denaturation, and of intermediate states in heat and their absence in cold denaturation. The exposure of non-polar surface reduces the entropy and enthalpy of the system, at low and at high temperatures. At low temperatures the favorable reduction in enthalpy overcomes the unfavorable reduction in entropy, leading to cold denaturation. At high temperatures, folding/unfolding is a two-step process: in the first, the entropy gain leads to hydrophobic collapse, in the second, the reduction in enthalpy due to protein-protein interactions leads to the native state. The different entropy and enthalpy contributions to the Gibbs energy change at each step at high, and at low, temperatures can be conveniently explained by a two-state model of the water structure. The model provides a clear view of the dominant factors in protein folding and stability. Consequently, it appears to provide a microscopic view of the hydrophobic effect and is consistently linked to macroscopic thermodynamic parameters.